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Sources of Welfare Crisis:Sources of Welfare Crisis:
Rising demand and falling supply of Rising demand and falling supply of 

welfare serviceswelfare services

Redistributing income has become increasingly Redistributing income has become increasingly 
important.important.
LifeLife--cycle transfers have become more cycle transfers have become more 
important, too.important, too.
Budgetary pressures induce European Budgetary pressures induce European 
governments to retreat from welfare state governments to retreat from welfare state 
provision and financeprovision and finance..
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InefficiencyInefficiency

Lack of CompetitionLack of Competition

The The ““soft budget constraintsoft budget constraint””

Inefficiencies associated with redistributionInefficiencies associated with redistribution
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Blurry BoundariesBlurry Boundaries

Blurry boundaries between welfare domains:Blurry boundaries between welfare domains:
social insurance, social insurance, 
social services, social services, 
redistribution and redistribution and 
lifelife--cycle transfers.cycle transfers.

This blurring of boundaries has made welfare This blurring of boundaries has made welfare 
services particularly susceptible to political services particularly susceptible to political 
pressures. pressures. 
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Proposal: Social AccountsProposal: Social Accounts

Unemployment accountUnemployment account (covering (covering 
unemployment support)unemployment support)
Human capital accountHuman capital account (covering (covering 
education and training)education and training)
Health accountHealth account (covering insurance against (covering insurance against 
sickness and disability)sickness and disability)
Retirement accountRetirement account (covering state (covering state 
pensions)pensions)
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Salient FeaturesSalient Features

Contributions to social accounts rather than Contributions to social accounts rather than 
taxes. taxes. 
Mandatory minimum contribution rates and Mandatory minimum contribution rates and 
mandatory maximum withdrawal ratesmandatory maximum withdrawal rates..
IndividualIndividual’’s transfers among the accounts.s transfers among the accounts.
Voluntary contributions.Voluntary contributions.
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Taxes, Transfers and RedistributionTaxes, Transfers and Redistribution

The government can make balanced budget The government can make balanced budget 
redistributions.redistributions.
Redistributing income across peopleRedistributing income across people’’s accounts s accounts 
along the lines of a along the lines of a ““conditional negative income conditional negative income 
tax.tax.””
Negative account balances.Negative account balances.
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Why Social Accounts rather than Why Social Accounts rather than 
Private Saving?Private Saving?

Moral hazardMoral hazard

RedistributionRedistribution

Incentives Incentives 
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Redistribution and Redistribution and IncentivesIncentives

The benefits provided by traditional welfare systems are The benefits provided by traditional welfare systems are 
mainly devoted to redistributions across individualsmainly devoted to redistributions across individuals’’
lifecycles, lifecycles, 

rather than to promoting income equality or providing rather than to promoting income equality or providing 
insurance against adverse shocks in a lifetime perspective. insurance against adverse shocks in a lifetime perspective. 

GainsGains fromfrom socialsocial accountsaccounts::
Since lifetime incomes are distributed more equally than Since lifetime incomes are distributed more equally than 
annual incomes, welfare accounts tend to impair incentives of annual incomes, welfare accounts tend to impair incentives of 
far fewer people than do the traditional taxfar fewer people than do the traditional tax--based systems.based systems.
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Incentives: UnemploymentIncentives: Unemployment
Current unemployment benefit systems: Current unemployment benefit systems: 

People are rewarded for being unemployed (through People are rewarded for being unemployed (through 
unemployment benefits) and unemployment benefits) and penalisedpenalised for being employed for being employed 
(through taxes). (through taxes). 

The unemployment account system:The unemployment account system:
The UA system alleviates this externality problems. The UA system alleviates this externality problems. 
For when unemployed people make withdrawals from their For when unemployed people make withdrawals from their 
UAsUAs, they are  thereby diminishing the amount of funds that , they are  thereby diminishing the amount of funds that 
are available to them later on. are available to them later on. 
Thus, the unemployed Thus, the unemployed internaliseinternalise more of the social costs of more of the social costs of 
their unemployment. their unemployment. 
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Incentives: Human CapitalIncentives: Human Capital

Freedom of choice: Freedom of choice: 
Human capital accounts are better suited to promote Human capital accounts are better suited to promote 
peoplepeople’’s lifetime employability, since the accounts s lifetime employability, since the accounts 
could be accessed whenever employees and their could be accessed whenever employees and their 
employers found it maximally worthwhile. employers found it maximally worthwhile. 
Accounts selfAccounts self--select people who are good select people who are good 
investment prospects. investment prospects. 

The account can be used as an instrument to The account can be used as an instrument to 
stimulate human capital.stimulate human capital.

Subsidies to the accounts of the longSubsidies to the accounts of the long--term term 
unemployed to provide training vouchers. unemployed to provide training vouchers. 
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Incentives: HealthIncentives: Health

Avoiding waste:Avoiding waste:
People would have little incentive to use health People would have little incentive to use health 
services wastefully, since the more health services services wastefully, since the more health services 
they purchase, the lower will be their health account they purchase, the lower will be their health account 
balances. balances. 

Freedom of choice:Freedom of choice:
People can People can choosechoose the provider of their health the provider of their health 
services, whether public or private.services, whether public or private.
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Incentives: RetirementIncentives: Retirement
Provisions:Provisions:

Minimum retirement age should be linked to changes in life Minimum retirement age should be linked to changes in life 
expectancy. expectancy. 
Under voluntary agreement, individuals may work beyond Under voluntary agreement, individuals may work beyond 
retirement age. retirement age. 

Automatic stabilizer:Automatic stabilizer:
When life expectancy increases, individuals receive lower When life expectancy increases, individuals receive lower 
pensions and thus lengthen their working life. pensions and thus lengthen their working life. 

Redistribution mechanism:Redistribution mechanism:
Distribute income more equally across generations. Distribute income more equally across generations. 
Do not fully insulate either the current or future generations Do not fully insulate either the current or future generations 
from shocks. from shocks. 
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Incentives: Mobility, Family PatternsIncentives: Mobility, Family Patterns

Individual accounts allow greater mobility of Individual accounts allow greater mobility of 
labor between occupations and nations. labor between occupations and nations. 

Social accounts are better equipped to handle Social accounts are better equipped to handle 
changes in family patterns, and the resulting changes in family patterns, and the resulting 
need for independent oldneed for independent old--age security for age security for 
women. women. 
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Two Budgetary SystemsTwo Budgetary Systems

The The government must have two budgetary systems.government must have two budgetary systems.

The private sector will contribute only if it is impossible The private sector will contribute only if it is impossible 
for the government to use the taxfor the government to use the tax--andand--transfer system transfer system 
to drive the private providers out of business. to drive the private providers out of business. 

How the rates are set, depends on whether we adopt a How the rates are set, depends on whether we adopt a 
funded or PAYG approach. funded or PAYG approach. 
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Relation between Public and Private Relation between Public and Private 
SectorsSectors

Competition.Competition.

Welfare services are financed solely from what people Welfare services are financed solely from what people 
choose to spend on these services out of their social choose to spend on these services out of their social 
accounts. accounts. 

Thus the government has no incentive to manipulate the Thus the government has no incentive to manipulate the 
contribution rates and withdrawal rates of the social accounts contribution rates and withdrawal rates of the social accounts 
in order to ease fiscal pressures outside the welfare state.in order to ease fiscal pressures outside the welfare state.

To prevent the private sector from To prevent the private sector from ““creamcream--skimmingskimming””, , 
privateprivate--sector pricing needs to be regulated.sector pricing needs to be regulated.
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Funding, Financing and Funding, Financing and 
ManagementManagement

In the popular discussion, private accounts are often In the popular discussion, private accounts are often 
viewed as viewed as 

funded, DCfunded, DC--type arrangements, and privately managed.type arrangements, and privately managed.
However, funding, financing and management can be However, funding, financing and management can be 
combined in any form.combined in any form.

TheThe fundingfunding tradeofftradeoff: : TheThe internalinternal rate of rate of returnreturn

Administrative Administrative costscosts can be kept limited throughcan be kept limited through
competitive tender arrangements, such an in Bolivia, competitive tender arrangements, such an in Bolivia, 
checks on marketing costs, and checks on marketing costs, and 
clearingclearing--house arrangements.house arrangements.
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TransitionTransition

FundingFunding and and managementmanagement cancan bebe combinedcombined to to 
easeease thethe transitiontransition to to thethe accountaccount systemsystem::

The accounts could initially be run on a PayThe accounts could initially be run on a Pay--AsAs--
YouYou--Go basis and publicly managed. (CrossGo basis and publicly managed. (Cross--
subsidisation between generations.)subsidisation between generations.)
In time, a portion can be turned into fully funded, In time, a portion can be turned into fully funded, 
privately managed, publicly regulated systems.privately managed, publicly regulated systems.
That portion could be managed by pension funds, That portion could be managed by pension funds, 
banks, and insurance companies.banks, and insurance companies.
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EconomicEconomic ImplicationsImplications
To increase incentives for productive activity. To increase incentives for productive activity. 

Recent study (Brown, Recent study (Brown, OrszagOrszag and Snower (2006): and Snower (2006): 
Unemployment accounts reduce unemployment rates byUnemployment accounts reduce unemployment rates by

France: 46.3%France: 46.3%
Germany: 50.9 %Germany: 50.9 %
Italy: 34.4%Italy: 34.4%
Spain: 37.7%Spain: 37.7%

To reduce waste in welfare provision. To reduce waste in welfare provision. 
To encourage investment.To encourage investment.
To increase consumer choice regarding the magnitude To increase consumer choice regarding the magnitude 
and composition of welfare services.and composition of welfare services.
To be To be selfself--financing.financing.
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SocialSocial ImplicationsImplications

SolidaritySolidarity

TransparencyTransparency
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PoliticalPolitical ImplicationsImplications
Where major reforms have occurred (e.g. UK and Where major reforms have occurred (e.g. UK and 
Sweden), they have involved individualization and Sweden), they have involved individualization and 
shift towards funding. shift towards funding. 

Partial reforms lead to deadlockPartial reforms lead to deadlock

Building a coalition of votersBuilding a coalition of voters

Social accounts create a strong political constituency Social accounts create a strong political constituency 
opposed to political manipulation of the welfare state. opposed to political manipulation of the welfare state. 
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